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OPPORTUNITIES for Creative Junior Engineers to work 

i | | oi i ‘ , Here is an opportunity to get in “on tion and stress problems—combus- 

" - " eas) = the ground floor” in the new gas tion chamber design and research 

; | ae A turbine industry which promises to with all fuels—research and perform- Bete y P P 
a revolutionize transportation motive ance testing of the finished product. 

f Wow te lt P 5 P 
ee eee power on land, at sea, and in the air. : 
mn ee i Graduate engineers selected by 

: a Ss Pace Feet} : : ‘ 
—  % ~~ — Westinghouse needs many grad- — Westinghouse will work in modern 

me ee x i uate engineers with training in en- _Jaboratories in the Philadelphia area 

Wind tunnel for testing mocel gineering mathematics, mechanics, —completely equipped with the fin- 
shown above 7 . oe 

- thermodynamics, aerodynamics, est of research and testing facilities 

~ Ga | metallurgy, or combustion engi- and coordinated with the Westing- 

| Sad . “) ; neering. house Research Laboratories at East 

l 4 | i A ; Young men with technical train- Pittsburgh, Pa. 

¢ N. AS ing will find an outlet for their If you are interested in asso- 
5 gi creative ability in the research and ciating yourself with the new gas 

NS ‘4 design of gas turbines and their turhine industry, secure a Westing- 
WwW v~ 6 component parts. house Application Blank from your 

Bhotoeldstie atey of loaded Here are typical activities: Flow Dean of Engineering and mail it 
urbine blade r : : 

~ ME research on bladed compressor and _ promptly to: Supervisor, Technical 

a _— | . turbine structures, diffusers, and Employment, Westinghouse Electric 

& i | oo nozzle passages—theoretical analysis | & Manufacturing Company, 306 

a es Ly Gage) of gas turbine cycles—study of vibra- Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 
a! pa Se, og ee 
a Se 
7“ ‘ sid Pex) s Ras estinghouse WAALS 2 

a eae os Plants in 25 Cities Offices Everywhere 
Testing wood model of 
axial flow compressor
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Yo seen pictures of long range in a lot of strange places. For instance, for certain conditions. Perhaps after the 
fighter planes with their“belly tanks” there was a time when almost all piping war, in whatever business you choose to 

thatcarry extra gasoline. Buthave you ever in chemical plants was alloy of one kind follow, you will also find that an intelli- 
wondered how the pilot gets rid of those or another. Now chemical people have gent application of glass can improve 
tanks when they’re empty, to decrease discovered that glass piping is better for your product or production — Corning 
weight and gain extra speed and maneu- many purposes, and Corning has even Glass Works, Corning, New York. 
verability? developed a method for welding it into 

The big problem in dropping the tank is continuous lengths. 

to sever a tight pipeline connection from Many of the new uses to which Corning 
tank to plane quickly and positively. This has put glass will persist after the war. 
isn’t easy with metal, but Corning now For many users have discovered for the 
makes a fitting from glass tubing that does first time how really versatile glass is as a 
thetrick. The minute the pilot releases the material. They are finding out that it has 

mechanical grips that carry the weight of unexpected strengths. That it resists 
the tank the glass tubing breaks cleanly abrasive wear and corrosion. That ¢ —— jn eans ——— 
and the tank falls free! it is so fatigue proof Corning has RB h ° Gl 
‘War and Corning Research have put glass even made springs of coiled glass es €arc in a Ss S 
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OWI Photo by Palmer, in an Allegheny Ludlum Plant, 

ANOTHER Cooker FOR THE STEEL BROTH OF WAR 

f ee days after the men finished formed from defense to the attack. _ metal and paper; keep expenditures 

ramming in the bottom of this We have been in the fight from 48 low as possible; conserve food, 

new 35-ton electric melting fur- the beginning, and will remain heating fuel, gasoline and rubber. 

nace, it was in full operation on until the close. Then, after peace Above all, buy every last War Bond 

special alloy steels for the wat has been regained, we can apply J” can afford. 

assembly lines. the additional knowledge and ca- > 

Allegheny Ludlum plant capacity pacity accumulated during the war <4 i a i AP axe 

has been expanded at record pace. years to the enrichment of your All| |) a yl 

Our output of stainless, electrical, personal life. Allegheny Metal, and Si } ( Hie 

tool, and aircraft engine valve steels our other alloy steel products, will & iii ih 

has been multiplied again and return to their familiar everyday A tL ia We 
again. Production will continue to uses and to your homes. <>. <P 

increase, because the appetite of Meanwhile, the appetite of war ~ 

war is insatiable—particularly in is also insatiable for many things Allegheny ludlum 

this and the coming year, with the ~— with which you can help, directly STEEL CORPORATION 

effort of the Allied Nations trans- and immediately. Collect scrap BRACKENRIDGE, PENNSYLVANIA 

, 
WkD A-9318 

Tiina 
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This is a handful of penicillin. The liquid penicillin is frozen enabling evaporation 

Yesterday it was amber drops of liquid excreted to take place in a high vacuum at temperatures low 

by penicillium notatum or common mold. enough to keep alive the bacteria-killing properties 

<i _— ‘ of the drug. The result is the stable powder that you 
Today it is a powder ready to be shipped to some 5 P y 

‘ see above. 
battlefield. 

mm 5 3 Although penicillin has been put on a mass pro- 
Tomorrow it may save a life. ‘ 8 P ‘ P eat pe 

duction basis, research still goes on. Scientific medi- 

In a great measure the triumph of penicillin is a gine will certainly discover new types of disease- 

triumph for air conditioning and refrigeration. killing molds and develop new and better methods 

At Cheplin, Ilayden, Lederle, Pfizer and Reichel of production. 

—mass producers of penicillin— York-built air con- Just as certainly the science of cool- 4¢gg5P gmp 

ditioning systems keep the nurturing tanks at just — ing will match their efforts with the \ ee > 

the right temperature for proper growth. necessary equipment to perform the vas 
ce ey a Gt 

After the golden drops are extracted from the tasks they require. chaieta) 

parent mold, York refrigeration takes over. York Corporation, York, Penna. \ 

YO RK REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING 

HEADQUARTERS FOR MECHANICAL COOLING SINCE 1885 
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Yes, zinc does double duty when applied to metals. It gives 

mechanical protection, with a sheath of rust-resistant metal; the 

durability depends on the thickness of the zinc. Zinc is also a rust 
inhibitor —it literally ‘‘stops rust before it starts’, through electro- 

chemical action. The U.S. Bureau of Standards says Zinc is “by far 
the best’’ protective metallic coating for rust-proofing iron or steel. 

Lifetime Galvanized Roofing 
\ INC With reasonable care, galvanized (zinc-coated) roof- 
QS 1 hb ing will last a lifetime. Its care is a simple matter —a 

ro few precautions taken at the right time is all that is 
Cts necessary. These are fully described in a booklet, 

“How to Make Galvanized Roofing Last Longer”, 

' which will be sent free to anyone upon request. A 
| post-card will do—send it today. 

AMERICAN ZINC INSTITUTE 

60 East 42nd Street e New York 17, N.Y. 
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OV year-’round operation notwithstanding, registra- re-dedicate our lives and our way of living to the proposi- 

tion for the winter term marks the beginning of an- tion that “it shall not happen here”; that indeed “govern- | 

other cycle, another academic year. Therefore, it should ment of the people, by the people and for the people shall 

be not only a time of greeting and good wishes but a time not perish from the earth”; that our children’s children 

for evaluation and re-dedication. shall know the joy of free choices and the reward of un- 

With the war going well we can be grateful this Thanks- limited opportunity that has made America great. 

giving for the prospect of victory. But whether or not we To us as individuals, we can prove these high-sounding 

are privileged to be identified by a uniform as lending our phrases have real meaning if each day we: 

effort to our country’s cause, we can well temper our 1. Perform our personal duties with our might. 

thanksgiving by new and higher resolutions. 2. Build our health so we can be more effective. 

It was a worthy resolution to resolve to accept our place 3. Read and listen to inform ourselves on national 

of duty wherever it might be in our country’s need. It was and international affairs. 

a wise resolution to resolve to seek or to accept special 4. Take sides earnestly and fairly as good citizens. 

training to make our service more effective. But now we 5. Cooperate gaily in a democratic spirit. 

can join in a more noble, a more far-seeing resolution. So—study hard, have fun, make friends of each other 

Let us look beyond the defeat of our enemies and beyond and of your instructors, consult your adviser freely—and 
the aid of nations in distress to the future of our own may this year be the best one yet! 

country at peace. Let us as individuals firmly resolve to —F. ELLIS JOHNSON 
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Buck Rh In Our Time? uck og ers In Uur Lime: 

Rockets and Their Future 

A Tau Beta Pi Article by Vet. V. Holmes 

B FAR and way the greatest single forward step man-carrying jet planes either in production or in the 

taken during this war, both from the standpoint of advanced testing stage. 

being a boon to man and also of being the most terrifying The advantage of the jet plane are many. The velocity 

destroyer of life ever devised, has been in the field of jet of the slipstream of a jet plane (and hereafter “jet” will 

propulsion and rocket power for aircraft. Everyone is include the rockets also) is very nearly equal to the speed 

familiar with the terrifying “Doodle bombs” the Germans of the plane itself, while the slipstream of the propeller 

have been blasting at England with since early June and driven plane is very much less than the speed of the plane. 

much speculating has been done as to the applications of This difference in speed causes the slipstream of the pro- 

the rocket to transportation after the war. The wind has _ peller type plane to have a tendency to be pulled along 

barely blown open the door to this giant, novel field as with the plane resulting in large air friction and turbu- 

yet, but the future is very promising. lence losses. These are greatly reduced by the equality of 

In theory, the jet plane and the rocket differ not at all speeds in the jet plane. A propeller reaches a maximum 

from the conventional method of propeller propulsion. in its efficiency at high altitudes because it literally screws 

Each develops thrust to propel the craft forward by ex- its way through the air and must have dense air to “bite” 

pelling air rearward at great velocity, thus changing the into. The jet is entirely free from this trouble; in fact, it 

momentum of the air. Newton’s third law of “action and is much more effective and efficient at high altitudes be- 

reaction” is utilized. A force, in the form of a stream of air, cause the air friction losses are cut down while the reaction 

is applied in one direction and the reaction of this stream of the jet is always present in its full degree of effective- 

of air projects the plane in the opposite direction. The ness. Indeed, the rocket would perform ideally at an alti- 

internal combustion reciprocating engine turns a propeller, tude where absolutely no air existed since it is not depend- 

which is no more than a rotary airfoil, causing air to be ent upon the atmosphere for its oxygen. The speeds 

drawn from ahead of the craft and moving it swiftly back- attainable with the jet unit is limited only by the limit of 

ward outside of the plane in a stream which is equivalent human endurance, while the speed of the propeller driven 

to a jet stemming from the arc of the propeller. In the craft is limited to about 500 miles per hour, due to the 

jet propulsion motor, thrust is developed by sucking air fact that the air molecules pile up on the edge of the 

into an orifice, heating it until a tremendous pressure is propeller blades at these high speeds, causing huge losses 

developed, and then expanding and ejecting it through a__ in efficiency. Stability and ease of handling on the ground 

nozzle to the outside atmosphere. This creates a slip- are greatly increased in the jet plane because it possesses | 

stream which has a much greater speed relative to the no huge propeller for which ground clearance must be 

airplane itself than the slipstream caused by a propeller. provided. The jet plane can thus be built closer to the 

The rocket operates on exactly the same principle as the ground than the conventional aircraft, with resulting better 

jet, but under slightly different conditions. The rocket ground handling characteristics. 

carries with it, as well as the fuel itself, the oxygen which Yes, the jet propelled plane is here to stay and the 

is required to burn the fuel, while the jet propelled plane rocket is just around the corner. After the war intensified 

carries only the fuel itself, depending upon the atmosphere research will lead to even. more startling discoveries and 
for the oxygen with which to burn the fuel. Thus the un- improvements. The brain of man has hardly switched to 

; this huge new field and further study will reveal that the 
informed newsmen often confuse themselves and. the pub- fe a 

. . possibilities are almost unlimited. Dr. John C. Stewart, 
lic by announcing the use of a new “rocket” plane, when f fA ical Physi Pri di 

. ° pro essor 0: stronomica: ysics at rinceton, pre icts 

the craft is, technically, not that at all. It should be noted hat by 1950 rocket propulsion will produce speeds of 

that, at present, no man-carrying rocket is in existence. 1,000 miles per hour and that shortly after the year 2050 

The “Buzz bombs” are true rockets, but are merely hap- rockets will be flying to the moon at 25,000 miles per hour. 

hazardly directed, rocket propelled, flying bombs. All of So, who knows, maybe your grandson and my grandson 

the major powers, on the other hand, are known to have will own adjacent summer homes on the moon! 
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TWO TAU BETA PI INITIATION ARTICLES 

FIRE CONTROL SYNTHETIC 

ON A MOTOR 

BATTLESHIP FUELS 
—George Bunn, ee’44 —Toru lura, me’45 

Te main object of a gun, actually hitting the target, [ye to our increasing demands for motor and aviation 
becomes a more and more intricate problem as the fuels, Congress has recently completed a detailed in- 

science of warfare progresses. However, on a battleship, vestigation of synthetic gasoline production methods and 
the problem is still one of getting the proper deflection has authorized $30,000,000 for the development of syn- 
and range angles so that when the gun is fired, the shell thetic fuel processes. It is estimated that more than fifty 
will find its mark. billion barrels of oil will be needed in the next twenty 

Directing gunfire illustrates well the engineering prin. years to maintain the present ratios of reserves to con- 
ciple of superposition of effects. The effect of each fac- sumption. This is as much as has been found since the 
tor can be considered separately, and the final result is beginning of the oil industry eighty years ago, yet it now 
the sum of the individual results. requires three times as much drilling per barrel as it did 

Range tables have been set up which give the range for five years ago. While we are assured of a natural supply 
a particular range angle and powder charge when the of oil for the next 25 to 50 years, the development of 
other effects are zero. These tables can be computed. ap- synthetic fuel processes must be carried on in order that 
proximately from the laws of a freely falling body. They this country may be fully prepared to produce synthetic 
are corrected for air resistance and gauged in actual prac- gasoline when our present petroleum resources become 
tice. The problem has only been just begun for there are exhausted. 

many other forces acting on a shell. The principal synthetic fuel processes are the distilla- 
The effect of a wind can be compensated for by first tion of oil shale and the liquification of coal. Petroleum, 

resolving it into force components along the line of sight like oil, can be obtained from oil shale by heating, and 
and perpendicular to the line of sight. The gun must be this oil can be treated by standard refining methods to 
elevated to compensate for the component along the line yield a satisfactory motor fuel. Shale oil is the simplest 
of sight and deflected to overcome the cross-wind influ- and most easily usable substitute for natural petroleum, 
ence. Now disregard the effect of the wind. Since the but is not used in this country because of the added cost 
target is moving, we would miss it if we fired directly at of distillation which results in too high a price for motor 
it for the target would move while the shell was in the air. fuel. At present, shale oil costs about $1.75 to $2.00 per 
Therefore, the speed and direction of the target as well barrel as compared with $1.25 for petroleum. The United 
as its relative angle must be known. Again we resolve States has over ninety billion barrels of reclaimable oil 
along and across the line of sight. The gun is elevated or from oil shale which constitutes about five times the size 
depressed to account for the target’s motion along the line of the present estimated petroleum reserve. As much as 
of sight and deflected to the right or left to compensate 80% of the shale oil can be made into gasoline by hy- 
for motion across the line. Then, since we were moving drogenation, and this gasoline which has an octane num- 
when the shell was fired, we must deflect and elevate or ber of 65 can be made into 83 octane gasoline by the 
depress our gun again to make up for this initial com- addition of tetraethyl lead. 
ponent of velocity. Now our gun is set correctly provided . 

. Ae Liquid fuels can be produced from coal by carboniza- our assumptions were correct and all other conditions are : . 
seandaed tion, berginization, and synthesis from water gas by the 

The course and speed components of our own ship and Fischer-Tropsch method. 
of the target along the line of sight can be obtained to give In the carbonization of coal to produce coke, liquid 
the rate of change of range. The components across the hydrocarbons are obtained which can be used to yield a 
line can be combined to give the rate at which the bearing satisfactory motor fuel. The maximum gasoline yield is 
of the target is changing. If the correct values of bearing about ten gallons per ton of coal or about eighteen million 
and range are known now, and the rate at which each is gallons per year if all the carbonization plants in the coun. 
changing, the values for any time in the future can be try were utilized. This would only supply about three per 
computed. It may be noted, however, that these rates are cent of the national requirement; however, it must be 

(please turn to page 22) (please turn to page 29) 
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Uni ity of Wisconsin 

THe first real start of engineering began in Science At this time, the Mining and Metallurgy labs were in 

Hall, which housed engineering classes after 1897. the present Radio Hall. The radio station on the campus 

At this time, about one-fifth of the building was occupied then occupied one room in Sterling Hall. 

by engineering, including some rooms in the basement, on Located on University Avenue next to the “M.E.” build- 

the first floor and one-third of a large room on the second ing, the Mining and Metallurgy building contains many 

floor. In 1901, when the Education-Engineering building labs and classrooms to prepare the future mining or met- 

was built the classes moved to that building. Other engi- allurgical engineer. Included among the labs are: the 

neering buildings were built and the College of Engineer- ceramics lab which is equipped for the manufacture of 

ing expanded. The buildings as they appear today have clay products, including the making, burning and testing 

their own history— of ware and the application and preparation of glazes; the 

crushing lab with equipment for large and small scale 

crushing and grinding; the metallographic lab with equip- 

’ ment for mounting and polishing specimens; the metal- 

ine a lurgical furnace lab which is equipped with acid and basic 

ie : . Ss lined converters, a blast furnace, a tilting arc furnace, and 

Sk several assay and metallurgical furnaces; the pyrometric 

a / N= ay ‘o standards lab in which work is carried on in the calibra- 

To ae i. Ce ae PA oy ei tion of pyrometers by comparison with standards that have 
ot ii = oe ee ~ ~ _ already been calibrated by the United States Bureau of 

ee i} co ee > Mee) Standards. In the classrooms, there is instruction for 

be : _ ler o eo ie i ‘cen: courses in mining methods, mineral properties, excavation 

A Al | i e ia and tunneling, assaying, metallurgy of various metals and 
nee 

oy SRE are advanced studies, besides many others. 

aN be S Sa The building, when built in 1910, cost approximately 

ee ee aa fifty-five thousand dollars. The amount of floor space is 

ri paps : pe Sea 7 given by the figures that it contains 509,840 cubic feet. As 
(een a . een == it was originally the United States Forest Products Labora- 

Mining and Metallurgy Building tory, the appropriation for the cost came from them. 

Although acquired only a relatively few years ago, the 
MINING AND Mining and. Metallurgy building is now an integral part 

of the College of Engineering campus. 
METALLURGY 

ELECTRIC LAB 

Originally the United States Forest Products Labora- The Electrical lab and Art Education building as it 

tory, the present Mining and Metallurgy building was stands today is a product of many additions to the original 

built in 1910. As the forest products work expanded, a building built in 1888. This, however, was not originally 

larger lab was needed. A new one was built on the present part of the lab. In 1894, an addition was made to the 

site and in 1932, the University acquired the building back of the original section, an electric furnace room was 

according to the original agreement—the building was added to it, the west wing was built and a furnace room 
built on University property and the U. S. was given the also built on to that. Again in 1903, another addition was 

title to the land by the University. But when they moved made; this time on to the back of the west wing. 

it was to be turned back to the University. When the Today the building stands, not only as the elecirical 

building was being used by the United States, some of the labs, but also as art education. A little more than one- 

workers lectured to engineering students and as long as it third of the building is used for ee labs. 

did not interfere with research and work being carried Labs included here are the dynamo lab, the gaseous 

on, the students were free to work in the labs under their conduction lab, the sophomore electrodynamic lab, the 
instruction. communications lab, the important Electrical Standards 

10 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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Laboratory, and the high voltage lab. The Electrical farm mechanics, tractors and tractor machinery, drainage 
Standards Lab is operated in connection with the work and irrigation engineerin roblems, and seminary. Be- Pp gi g & P y 
done by the Wisconsin Public Service Commission for sides these courses given in ag engineering, the student 
different tests and the important work of standardizing engineer here divides his time between other engineerin P & s g & 
electrical metering devices. The high voltage lab is subjects and agricultural subjects. The course is five years & & 8 J & J y 
equipped so as to supply 300,000 volts, and the communi- and gives a degree in both agriculture and engineering— 
cations lab has an artificial open-wire line which is equiva- civil, mechanical, or electrical. For this reason, the course 
lent to 200 miles and an artificial cable circuit with loading is a halfway mark between engineering and agriculture. 
equal to 68 miles. The dynamo lab is equipped for re- But it must be considered a part of the College of Engi- 
search and apparatus and machinery for verifying certain neering! 
electrical theory. CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 

Because of the fact that the building was constructed in . 
sections, it is almost impossible to state the cost of the Standing since 1888, the present Chemical Engineering 
building. As for its size, it has 689,410 cubic feet of space; building cost approximately $71,500. The money was ap- 
of this roughly 250,000 cubic feet are used for electrical propriated by the state. It has about 452,900 cubic feet of 
labs. The building was built at the time the different sci- Space. The building was originally the Chemistry build- 
ences were expanding so rapidly and so much that it was 198 but became the home of chemical engineering when 
impossible for Science Hall to house them all. It was the new and present Chemical building was built. No new 
built in the same year that the Chemical Engineering additions have been made here, the building stands as 
building was built, but about thirteen years before all the built, except for maintenance and remodeling done several 
engineering classes moved out of Science Hall to the Edu. times—enlarging and modernizing some of the rooms and 
cation-Engineering building. labs. 

Important classes to the engineer-to-be in and around 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING (might we say—especially in lab work) the building are 

Although not always looked upon as a part of the Col- industrial chemistry, technical analysis, applied electro- 

lege of Engineering, the Agricultural Engineering Depart- chemistry, courses that apply the engineering chemistry to 

ment was founded about 1900. The present building, on industries, and other related subjects. : 
the Ag campus, was built in 1907. Arthur Peabody was To the freshman and sophomore engineer the realms 

the state architect. It was the first reinforced concrete of the Chemical Engineering building are little known. He 
building on the campus, which of course has its advan- spends most of his time with chemistry in the Chemistry 
tages and its disadvantages. Mr. Duffee, chairman of the building. It is not until he is a junior that he advances on 
department, says, “But it’s still standing.” the more technical detailed subjects which lead him into 

> > . . . . : : 

In this building, on December 27, 1907, the American the Chemical Engineering building. 
Society of Agricultural Engineers was founded. Located next to the Union and the E.E. labs, the Chemi- 

The building is relatively small, has only 337,000 cubic cal Engineering building also looks out over Take Men- 143. dota. And closeness of the Union and Rathskeller is al- feet of space. The cost of the building is given as $45,760. . . ; i . 
5 ways very tempting during free hours—specially if your The money was state appropriated. an 

. last and your next class is right across the street. 
Among the classes carried on in the Agricultural Engi- 

neering building are those in farm power and machinery, (next page please) 
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—Francis Hyland, ee’44 

Mor and more now, the general public is hearing allowed for commercial F M transmitters is 200 kilocycles 
the term frequency modulation or FM as it is ab- as compared with ten kilocycles width for broadcast band 

breviated. The chief reason why more and more stations stations. At forty-five megacycles, 200 k. c. is a relative- 
and radios are adopting this new form of radio signal ly small percentage change in frequency. Since percent- 
transmission is that noise is greatly reduced in this type age deviation from center frequency is usually what de- 
of signal. termines whether the signal will be passed or suppressed 

In FM the signal is put on the carrier wave by vary- in the receiver, this is a satisfactory arrangement. 

ing the frequency in proportion to the signal. The Now that we have the F M signal on.the air, let us now 
amount the frequency deviates from a center carrier fre- go to the receiver and see how this wave is broken down 
quency is proportional to the amplitude of the signal; the to produce the audio signal After the signal is received 
rapidity with which this frequency deviates back and from the antennas, it is amplified by an R. F. amplifier, 

forth depends on the frequency of the signal. The ampli- mixed with the voltage from a local oscillator, and ampli- 
tude of the final modulated wave is constant. fied further by the I F amplifier at a reduced frequency 

A brief discussion of one method of producing such as in any standard superheterodyne receiver. 
a wave follows: Suppose we have an oscillator. The fre- Next the signal is sent through what is known as a 
quency of this oscillator depends on the values of induc- limiter. This can be a pentode tube operating at satura- 
tance and capacitance in its resonant tank circuit; f= tion. In the limiter the top of all the waves are cut off to 

1 a constant level so that almost all of the noise which has 
Qn \/LC Now suppose it were possible to vary the con- been picked up by the modulated wave will be eliminated. 

denser of the tank circuit in proportion to the square of Most noise amplitude modulates the wave. However the 
the signal we wish to transmit. A hypothetical illustra- amplitude of all the waves coming from the limiter is 

tion of such a thing would be a solenoid coil connected constant. Thus the noise which in an ordinary radio 
mechanically to the tuning condenser in such a manner would be amplified with the regular signal, is almost com- 

that the amount the capacitance changed was propor- pletely cut out by this simple device. 

tional to the square of the signal voltage across the From the limiter the amplified, constant magnitude, 
solenoid. FM voltage wave enters another device called the dis- 

Such a system is obviously impractical mostly because  ¢timinator. A diagram of a discriminator is shown in the 

of the high rate with which this would have to move. It figure. 

is possible to connect a tube in such a manner that the 

voltage across it and the current through it are almost x 

at right angles as with a condenser. Thus the tube simu- z 

lates a condenser. A tube connected in this way is called =: o 

a reactance tube. The equivalent capacitance that such ge al f ym z. 

a tube can present can be varied by varying the trans- © E, L p R $i 

conductance of the tube. This can be done very simply i e 4 <8 
by varying the bias to the grid in proportion to the signal e 2 Th, 

wave. If this equivalent capacitance is shunted across the —l 
tank condenser of the oscillator the frequency modulated 8, RL QQ ~ 

wave described earlier is produced. This wave can then Lo 

be amplified, multiplied in frequency, and transmitted as 
any other wave would be. The frequency of transmission A brief explanation of its operation follows: 
of F M stations is high; around 45 megacycles. The chief The full FM voltage Eo is across the coil Li. There is 
reason for this high frequency carrier is that FM requires a negligible voltage drop at radio frequency across Ci, C: 
a very wide band to transmit all signals. The band width (please tuensto page 30) 
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—Elizabeth Lean, chc’47 

prscoverr of a new element, number 93, has been and the Navy barracks shows the richest percentage of 

revealed by several scientists here on the university the element. The ore is treated with a mixture of HCl 

campus. However, for reasons of personal safety, names and HeSO,, then precipitated with NaOH and the BO 

of these researchers must be withheld for the duration. salts dissolved in excess HCN. This solution is subjected 

This new metal has been named balonium (BO) and has to fractional distillation, and the first fractions are com- 

an atomic weight of ~275 with eighteen empty orbits about bined with two secret organic acids to precipitate the 

the nucleus. Few definite facts concerning physical or « balonium complex. 

chemical properties are available because such informa- Artificial balonium has also been produced through 

tion is of great value to the enemy. It is known, however, bombardment of phosphorous by electrons in a vacuum 

that balonium lies in Group VI of the periodic table— tube at a temperature of 128,356°C. Some medicinal 

following uranium—and behaves like tungsten in some  yalues have been claimed for this substance. 

reactions. As one of the radio-active elements BO shows Work on the vital element has been carried out through 

the nuclear disintegration characteristic of this group. the combined efforts of electrical engineers, chemical engi- 

The end product is an isotope of lead, and the half-life of neers, and chemists. Special commendation goes to sev: 

the substance is estimated at about .015683467 seconds. 44a! members of the V-12 graduating class for their great 

This short half-life accounts for the extreme scarcity of help in making possible this work. 

the element. 

First indications of the possibility of such an element | 

came when routine analyses of lake road dirt were being All enemy agents please take careful note of the above 

carried out by sophomore chemical engineers in the quant. article. With expensive equipment, and vast research, 

lab. When one determination could not be dehydrated at they may find their own BO. 

Meker burner temperatures, the presence of a foreign sub- ae 

-stance was suspected. Upon more careful analysis, an ac- 

tive constituent was revealed that held water in compound. News Items-- 

dhe substance was finally isolated after months of inten- A; iew wype of bazoclta ‘has been designed! by General 

sive research and titled x Balonium per-bunkate. The great . . , . i 

affinity this salt shows for water is now being utilized in Blecteit for use in the feld artillery. It 3S known officially 
‘ ’ ; as “Rocket Launcher M12.” The M12 is portable, weighs 

several types of silver polish. From this complex salt, : 

xbalonium may be prepared by the reaction with sub- 35 pounds when loaded, and can be carried and fired by 

urynal nitro-selenium under definite conditions of tem- one man. 

perature and pressure and in the presence of finally divid- 

ed osmium on a wire screen. Looking like and as pliable as soft putty is a new syn- 

This element is soluble in hot concentrated HNO: form- thetic rubber. This new synthetic rubber, however, still 

ing BO(NO:)x which crystallizes out on a smooth sur- Possesses its elastic qualities at temperatures as low as 60 

face in sausage shaped agglomerates that glow in the dark. degrees below zero and as high as 575 degrees above zero, 

It is this peculiar configuration that caused its discoverers revealed recently by General Electric. 

to give this new metal the name balonium. Under special = 

conditions, a chain of these “sausages” has reached a Six frequency modulation radio transmitters, of which 

length of three meters. If the crystals are grown on a five will be installed on railroad locomotives and one on 

green surface, they show maximum size of 10 microns in the site of the first world’s scheduled broadcast will soon 

diameter. be forming the nation’s newest communications network. 

Dirt taken from the lake road between Elizabeth Waters (Released by Westinghouse.) 
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Tiny radio waves, shorter than any used before in commercial telephony, will link 
New York and Boston in a new experimental “jump-jump” relay system for the trans- 
mission of telephone speech and television programs, 

These waves travel in straight lines like beams of light. Because of the earth’s 
curvature, the distance will be spanned in a series of straight-line jumps between 
transmitting and receiving stations about 30 miles apart. 

The Bell System plans post-war improvements in ways like this, to extend its 
nation-wide service by providing more Long Distance telephone facilities for peace- 
time needs, 

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM 
Kar 

"Service to the Nation in Peace and War" =, 
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wi \ I I N UmMnl ot During the past semester, the fol- s P 

lowing freshman engineers have 

Mel Sater, ch’45 ranked at the top of their class. 

, Second term: 

HIGH HONORS 

Chemicals Civils 
Young, R. G. ener _. 2.824 

ABS, ARERR . e44, has ‘rans HOWSON DIES Hyink, Roy _ 2.813 

erred from the merchant marine to the ‘i 3 3 

navy. He recently visited Madison and is Eleier Thomas! Howson, cel6, died 
awaiting assignment September 1 in the Presbyterian Hos- HONORS 

Reverie eer pital, Chicago. He had been editor of 
COX, F. A., ch e’43, is with the Good- Railway Engineering and Maintenance, Leach, F. C 2.722 

year Synthetic Division and doing work editor of the Railway and Engineering “7 : , 
with the Akron Chemical Service Engi- and Maintenance Cyclopedia, western Michaels, C. J. . - 2.611 
neering Division and in plant operation editor of the Railway Age, director and : 

and development problems. Prior to vice-president of the Simmons-Boardman Martin; C., Fi : 2126 

this he was a materials analyst doing ana- Publishing Corporation, and the publish- Shaffer, J. W. - 2.389 

lytieal watk in connection with the Good: &e ‘of thesé and. ochee ‘railway publica: 
year - California Development program tions. Smart, BE, D. 2.294 

and he was also with the Vega “Airctate MMe Powson wae bom in Folleers: ; 

Corporation as an engineering assistant. Iowa, May 23, 1884. He attended the First term: 

SCHMALZ, HENRY H., ch e°42, has University of Wisconsin and received HIGH HONORS ~ 
just completed boot training at Great his Bachelor of Science degree in civil 
Lakes, He has been: astigned ‘to tadio engineering in 1906. While here, he be- Michael, R. G. ; 3.000 
technicians’ school and will be stationed came a member of Sigma Xi, honorary 

in Chicago. Before enlisting in the navy, engineering society. He later received a Slater, J. G. - 3.000 

Schmalz was with R.C.A. until May of full degree in civil engineering in 1914. Ullmann, W. A. 3.000 

1944. He was married to Grace Roberts Before becoming editor of the Railwa y 
in April, 1943. Mrs Schmalz formerly Age, Mr. Howson worked for the Iowa Wentorf, R. H. 2.889 

attended the University of Wisconsin. and Illinois and the Chicago, Burlington, Bump, L. D. : 2.833 

They have a son, Henry, Jr. Mrs. and Quincy railroads, being division en- 
Schmalz and Henry, Jr, are now at Me. gitiéer ou the.lavter: Tn A911 che became Gower, C. H. : 2.833 

Pleasant, Michigan, where they will stay the engineering editor of the Railway Ryan, T. M. ; 2,833 

as long as Henry, Sr., is in service. Age, later the name being changed to 

eer OAA te wt Railway Engineering and Maintenance. 
SOIT, RICHARD H. ch e'44, is with Ir this time he was interested in making HONORS 

the Shell Development Company as jun- k inf. . 45 . 

ior engincer. He is working with the OWN UEORMAHON -abour constructions 
i maintenance, and engineering problems Dalby, T. G. . 2.722 

petroleum process development. : . : in the field of railroads. Mr. Howson Griswold, HI. S 9.792 

LARSON, KENNETH R., ch e’43, was was appointed editor of the Railway En- eee 

commissioned a 2nd lieutenant March 4, gineering = Maintenance Cyclopedia Pahnke, A. J... - 2.722 

1044, in the Chemical Warfare Service. ind 019) published threestimesvench meats Price, J. Ro 2.722 
s is » statione Besides all his other activities, he has He is now stationed at Camp Rucker, hon citer ar mearey Ga veunaee Carter, W. W. 2.667 

Alabama. His unit has completed train- ee = 2 
. . and associations. Among these were: Finken, W. E. _ _. 2.667 

ng and is ready for maneuvers. It is ‘American Society of Civil Engineers — : 

the 93rd Chemical Battalion. president of the Illinois section in 1927; Tausche, P. E. -.. 2.611 
Punericats Reiley Engineering Associa- Fay, C. W. ena 2.556 

. tion of which he was a director, chair- : 
Mechanicals sian. of its Commiteea: on: Coroperative Neitzel, R. B. ox i926 

/ Relations With Universities, chairman of Rose, G. R. w- 2,536 
BENFER, MAURICE M., me’27, who its Arrangements committee; the Western Scofield, H. W. _ 2.556 

was formerly with the Consolidated Vul- Society of Engineers—president in 1924- Webster, T. C 2.556 

866, ig now working cas. installer of cost 25; president of the American Wood- : oo : . 
eavncesl asters Preservers’ Association in 1932; chair- Bligard, E. J. 2.444 

—_— man of the Program and Arrangements Marshall, W. E. 2.444 

CAREY, THAIN, me'44, is with the committee in 1921 af the Maintenance of Scott, J. E. _ 2.444 

research and development division of mae cn mee the amencan Cet FA. Co cecsesscns - 2.389 

Bell Aircraft Co at wee wee ee ue re Association, Montie, L. A. . 2.389 
of which he was president in, 19975, be: i 

x 1c] * * _ aanmneee: . 

RASSMUSSEN, DONOVAN, me’44, sides a host of others. oJ 238? 
he: manufac . wm Hebseors Johnson, D. M. 2.313 

is in the manufacturing training program Mr. Howson, throughout his life-time, 

of Standard Oil Company of California. gave much of his energy and time and Gosewehr, C. L. 2.278 
He reports seeing Bob Taecker and other werk to the public: He was a aan, of Scarborough, E. D. 2.278 
Wisconsin students there. action. Shafer, A. J. 2.278 
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Except as the needs of our nation’s security have be- ness, including new utilization in the field of prosthesis 

come manifest, The Dow Chemical Company has . .. Dowmetal, the lightest of all structural metals . . . 

never included in its own program the production of and over a thousand chemicals whose use has not yet 

materials designed solely for a destiny of destruction been finally determined. 

. .. for the destruction of man or of man’s possessions. . . . . . . 
: 5d : It is with certain satisfaction, albeit tempered with the 

Rather, its place in industry has been and ever will be . . : 
“ . humility which so surely touches those who deal in 

predicated upon the constant enhancement of man’s : 
. the potentials of Nature, that the Company reviews, 

well-being and contentment. : 
now, the results of the policy so firmly formulated by 

From this program have come more than five hundred the late Dr. Herbert H. Dow in 1890, more than three 

products: products that aid and guide pharmaceutical wartimes ago. Those who have inherited the Dow 

manufacturers in their efforts toward the alleviation traditions and responsibilities look hopefully forward 

of suffering . . . products for our protection from bac- to ever-increasing accomplishment to promote the 

teria, insects and fungi . . . plastics of versatile useful- chemistry of peace. 

<Q THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN 
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M P I I 

—Don Hyzer, me’46 

AT ONE time or another all engineering students are accurate” which must be attained to make possible mass 

required to take a course in mechanical drawing. production? 

Different machine parts are drawn in one part of this Take an average human hair which has a thickness of 

course. Some of these parts, if they were made, would be 0.025 inch and start dividing it in half. Do this until you 

precision parts with accuracy according to the specifica. have divided it eleven times. The piece left after the 

tions put on the drawing. The draftsman’s work is only eleventh division is the size of error commonly tolerated 

today and is equal to 0.00001 inch. Or perhaps you say 

it is easy to divide something eleven times. If you start 

Fe, Se = | with a twelve inch piece of paper, by the time you have 

ya ae Pe cut the remaining piece in two eleven times the last piece 
| # ‘ a fs “ . * é 
i Pe. 2 2 Ges. will measure 3/512 inch in size. 

Ee [ i — 
dome — _— 

7 : : ee | ay P 
—— s A : : a ' > 
oo: F py oS 7. | Neat ye : 

Lee 4 eC 4 : oe 4 Vea | a : 

SR. fo es gu ae os se b 

uy, Cit eS A 2 aae ie OE 
aiee. ae, A . iS i wes sa : 

| ee) 7 Se i oe as 
GO ee ae = eee eS 1 Saeeate ae ge es 

gO wae i ee 
— ™ Shi, a (ee 

THERE'S SKILL IN THOSE HANDS eo eee 
and precision in the instruments as a ae |) ee | — 

Westinghouse craftsman checks dies for PN 7? - 1 oy, 

accuracy. PP. UC ES 
Co ee 
<r, 

. : ‘ ¥ 0 
the beginning of a long train of events which ultimately eo 

leads to the production of precision machine parts. SS nae € ad 

Years ago each precision part was made individually 

and fitted in its place by a skilled machinist. Once a part LARGE PARTS . . . Frame and core have 
: . . been so accurately machined that they can 

was fitted it could not be installed on any other machine be assembled into a mechanical unit by 

and when a new part was needed the factory or repairman aan of a hydraulic press — no bolts, 

had to make it separately. 

Today this is all done by mass production and with such 

accuracy that every part fits any machine. “Mass produc- A few years ago only the most skilled machinist could 

tion” is a phrase defined by Lieut. General Knudsen as get accuracy of 0.00001 inch with ideal conditions, but 

“fabrication of detailed parts so accurate that they go to today with modern machines even unskilled workers can 

final assembly and into the assemblies without reworks.” achieve it. The accuracy which is hard to get today but 

Thousands “of detailed parts so accurate” that even will be gotten commonly in the future is 0.000001 inch. 

with careful inspection very little difference could be With such accuracy our factories are putting together 

found between any two of them. How accurate is this “so (please turn to page 29) 
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New RCA Penicillin Process Speeds Production! ~~ bees a Oe Le YY we aoe ; 
eee Ce i 

i TODAY, when the wonder-drug penicil- Besides streamlining the elaborate evapor- Pes 
[4 lin is so vitally needed onthe fighting fronts ation method, the new RCA Electronic ‘ | Pe. eal . y . 8 8 : : . ee a and inthe home-front sickrooms, the Radio system includes these important advan- | 
a Corporation of America reveals that a rev- tages: reduction of Operation costs, low- | 
fio olutionary method of production has been ered maintenance costs, less possibility of 
Le | perfected in RCA Laboratories. mechanical difficulties and production de- £e4 
eo Tests at the Squibb Penicillin production lays, great savings in floor space, and pete 
a center at New Brunswick, N. J., show that impressive reduction in initial equipment ; 
_ a single RCA electronic installation can Costs. ee 
o : concentrate two billion Oxford units of The new RCA electronic dehydrator of 
oo Penicillin in 24 hours—enough to admin- penicillin is shown here in regular opera- 
oe ister 100,000 individual doses. tion at the plant of E. R. Squibb & Sons. ; : a: q 

ie oe a eS ee :  . Pee 7 2 a oa siege ce, sea 
i : : a A _ 

ofl a , oe ee ray 

es py) at ss , , = ‘ i 

a .r,r— 

RCA 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA |fiemactean radio—television— 
5 phonographs—records Ce on eo ee oll co a uke cleckorien 

| Listen to RCA’s “The Music America Loves Best’”—Sunday, 4:30 P.M., E.W.T., over the NBC Network jx BUY WAR BONDS EVERY PAY DAY 4 
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S-T-A-T-I-C--- 
—Fran Tennis and 

Bob Clayton 

Hello, all you die-hards who are still hoping this column We have heard that love is the only game that is never 

, will get out of the rut. The odor even got Tennis and now called because of darkness. 

yours truly is carrying on as well as possible. Don’t worry On the contrary! 

—he’ll be back and the jokes (?) will again take on their e 

usual color and flavor. Now let’s look over this month’s . . . 
For all you engineers who arrive at class without break- 

rop... : 
crop fast, this column introduces the new Kentucky breakfast. 

e It is light, compact, and portable. The one and only course 

Doctor: “How’s the patient this morning?” consists of a quart of Bourbon, a bull dog, and a steak. . . 

Nurse: “I think he’s regaining consciousness. This (the dog eats the steak). 

morning he tried to blow the foam off his medicine.” 
(One of Shorty’s regular customers, no doubt.) 

° 

She: “I’m really an old-fashioned girl.” eae ae eee _—" 

He: “Is that a fact?” vs LN _— 
« wo : {'99 Po a. ee 

She: “Indeed—it’s my favorite cocktail. 8 iY et i 
; ie ee 

° laa MOU ae eS fw 
. ; te ? A Ete ae RR fico 

Policeman (to woman driver): “Use your noodle, Miss, ONG LS <l ig 1 N ach | 

use your noodle.” ai bel if <4 = 1 Gare | 

Menace to Society: “My goodness, where is the noodle? oy ot ' iy SSN Oe : i 
5 : 5 we NS ee 

I’ve pushed and pulled everything else in here. Gees | a id ) Sa a =] 
Gan | eT ry 

a Wl od ee ¢ uA 

Then there was the gay young lad who became slightly SZ Na OL Ae dae 
. : . ee aig | ae i AY 
inebriated and was brought before the local magistrate for Wh eZ lk 1 ae pal Py 

; . .. eral Wh 1 Ye! 
trial. When asked how he came to be in such a condition, 4 Z Nat * NG Ay / 1 lO, 5 

he replied that he got in bad company. It seems that he | Ie Si A Sey/ JMNM 

had a bottle of whiskey and the other three didn’t touch ale \ 7, ep > ds , te 

the stuff. Ee hy f 
tus eh fee fl 

(What sad, sad sacks.) or Af fy Life, LF fis _ 

Dee ff | Fa | . gee) 7) | | PS. , 
Communique No. 1 from Navy Barracks: 1 Doteambemée 1 1 Nae | 

“The boys in our barracks caught twelve rats last night. 

One of our traps is missing.” . . . . “This style features a buttonhole — identification 
(Looks like even the V-12 is getting into the spirit of badge, Army-Navy-E badge, Red Cross badge, Blood 

the war.) Donor badge, Red Cross, etc., etc.” (Westinghouse) 

e 

The bomber, after a tough run over enemy territory, 

was approaching its base. The pilot had just given instruc- A tramp was sleeping behind a bunker on a golf course 

tions for the crew to prepare for landing when the engi- when the club secretary, prowling around, kicked him none 

neer rushed up, obviously agitated. “Sir,” he said, “we’re too gently. 

almost out of gas, and I just discovered that our landing The tramp jumped to his feet and demanded, “Who are 

gear has been shot away.” you?” 

The pilot hesitated a moment, then turned to the bom- “I’m the secretary of the club,” replied the official. 
bardier. “Hey, George,” he shouted, “we’re out of gas “Well, that’s a hell of a way to get new members,” said 

and we've lost our landing gear. You'd better stick your the tramp. 
feet out of the bomb bay and run like hell.” (pissesrearaes page 32) 
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Know Your Bearings-§J 

Be A Better Engineer| Wine 
Tr y 3 [ee | _ 4 er 
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Pouring a heat of Timken / y 

Electric Furnace Alloy Steel , . 

at the Timken steel plant. . 

What you should know about the Timken Bearir 

MATERIAL — Measure of Endurance 
Design, manufacturing precision and material This is a case-carburized steel, having an ex- 
all make important contributions to the out- tremely hard surface that practically defies 
standing performance of Timken Tapered wear and a tough core that provides the neces- 
Roller Bearings. None of these is more valuable saty strength through resistance to stress and 
than another; each plays its definite part in shock. This combination is a tremendous fac- 
the attainment of Timken Bearing superiority. tor of Timken Bearing endurance and life. 

The material used in the production of Timken Timken Alloy Steel has achieved an interna- 
Bearings is Timken Electric Furnace Alloy tional reputation for quality and now is used 
Steel manufactured in our own modern steel for many purposes other than Timken Bear- 
plant under a rigid system of quality con- ings. It has played a leading role in America’s 
trol that assures a consistently superior and war effort in all kinds of fighting equipment 
uniform product. on land, sea and in the air. 

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, CANTON 6, OHIO 

TRADEMARK REG. U. 8. PAT. OFF. 
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BOILERS So or tHE FUTURE 
The pressure of war-time production has demanded of © 
Babcock & Wilcox an ever-greater share of the responsibility SS 

for producing boilers for increased-capacity steam genera- : 
ting plants. A large number of Public Utilities, Industrial 
Power Plants and Ships have been equipped with B & W BOOKLET 
Boilers of modern design. These improved boilers will be epeaen of Pater: i ube Boller 
available for FUTURE use in ALL industries. It would what ty, Son Gee used Dor untae 
be well to familiarize yourself with B & W Boilers NOW. sypes af service Copy FREE on request. 

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY... 85 LIBERTY STREET... NEW YORK, N. ¥, 

FIRE CONTROL... sets a pointer for elevation and one for deflection at the 

(continued from page 9) turret trainer’s station. There are also two pointers con- 

only for the present instant and will not be quite correct nected to the gun itself which will coincide with the first 

when the shell lands. two when the gun is aimed correctly. The gun is fired by 

It can be seen that it would be next to impossible to the spotter when the ship reaches the middle of its roll. 

make all these calculations necessary in as short a period This is but a brief discussion of the problems involved 

of time as is available. Practically all the work is done by in fire control. When a hit is scored by a battleship, it is 

a precise computing machine called the rangekeeper. The the result of the leadership and judgment of fire control 
required data is supplied to it from many sources. The and gunnery officers, the coordination of the entire per- 

instantaneous range comes from rangefinders located in sonnel, and a remarkable feat of practical engineering. 

each turret. The ship’s course is given by a gyro-compass, 

and its speed by the speed indicator system. Both of these 

values are supplied electrically. An estimate is made of 

the wind velocity and direction and this set manually on ) SHALL Now READ 

the rangekeeper. High up in the mast of the ship is the my MATEST: (ROME, 
spotter. He controls an instrument called the director Z So 

which measures the relative bearing of the target to the ee A 
ship and the deflection of the target. He sets the vertical See /, Lol dd 

wire of his telescope on the target and keeps it on. The | 5 PP. »\ 

horizontal wire is set on the target level at the midpoint Yj beach 
2 : / LT AND] of the ship’s roll and left there. The spotter also judges ZZ | vill LL] H 

target speed and observes where the shells hit. This data mre iW iy HN L 

is transmitted electrically to the rangekeeper where all the Pr: . AU) J) 

corrections and settings are made. Compensations have to @ yy 

be made for muzzle velocity loss due to gun erosion and # te 

changes in powder temperature, air density and other non- 

standard conditions. 

The rangekeeper sends out, electrically, an order that Eager Audience 
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One of our country’s large rubber plantations has its roots in 

limestone quarries. From this plentiful rock we produce carbide, 

then acetylene which is the basis of a widely used synthetic rubber. 

Acetylene is one of the many chemicals available through the 

Airco family of companies for an infinite variety of uses, from 

cutting metal to preserving food. Today these chemicals are 
hastening victory —tomorrow a better world. 

‘BF %& BUY UNITED STATES WAR BONDS x 

ie 

AIR REDUCTION SALES COMPANY 

MAGNOLIA AIRCO GAS PRODUCTS CO. 

na in von R REDUCTION 
PURE CARBONIC, INCORPORATED 

THE OHIO CHEMICAL & MFG. CO. 60 EAST 42nd STREET ° NEW YORK 17, N. ¥ 

WILSON WELDER & METALS CO., INC. 

OXYGEN, ACETYLENE AND OTHER ATMOSPHERIC GASES * GAS WELDING AND CUTTING APPARATUS + CALCIUM CARBIDE 

ARC WELDING MACHINES AND SUPPLIES + CARBON DIOXIDE « “DRY ICE” » ANAESTHETIC AND THERAPEUTIC GASES AND APPARATUS 
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9 # et : in aaa oat ; You can’t take piping re boa oe 
eerie = or granted Was. o> aw g aes. 

; a 5 \ | ae OF 
wu you draw apipingline one of these parts—the pipe, y / . vag \. 7 

on a blue print—when you valves and fittings; the traps, joints ie ee nn 
indicate a symbol that means a_ and gauges; the flanges, unions, we “a — 

valve—remember that ultimately gaskets and insulation—is part of ‘9 a” 7 . > 
those lines and symbols will have the complete Crane line. Ls aoa 4 
to be translated into hard metal, When you are writing specifi- : a: aa 

i : : . : : : ta ao 5 
and that those lines you draw will cations, keep this fact in mind: i, vo : | 

have much to do with determining Crane’s single source of supply, | , fe 
the success or the failure of the Crane’s experience, and Crane’s 2 ie : 7 ¥ 

engineering project. reputation for high quality will do \ ol / 
The parts that make up any much toward assuring the success ay 8 

piping system are many. But each of the systems you design. Ny : 

HERE’S ENGINEERING DATA TO HELP YOU-—— 
as aaa Crane engineers have prepared several impor- packed with piping information—Flow of Fluids 

- ee Fae EE tant books and treatises on piping systems. These and Combating Corrosion, two technical 

Oy crane [room include the Crane Catalog, listing more than papers of value to any one laying out pipe lines. 
: eae 48,000 piping items and containing valuable This material is available from the following 
In '_— engineering data—Piping Pointers Manual, persons in your school, for reference. 

Ce me Shae’ PROF. L. A. WILSON, Chairman, Mech. Engrg. PROF, R. A. RAGATZ, Chairman, Chem. Engre. 
eo feed i] PROF. G. L. LARSON, Mechanical Engineering PROF. W. K. NEILL, Chemical Engineering 

ae ey PROF, B. G. ELLIOT, Mechanical Engineering PROF. J. C. WOODBURN, Civil Engineering 
iy Ge Sie PROF. W. S. KINNE, Civil Engineering PROF. A. T. LENZ, Civil Engineering 

pea | a= 
[Pee aul 

(GD LO TED VALVES » FITTINGS = PIPE 
ire 

S OW 
5 =As PLUMBING - HEATING - PUMPS 

BRANCHES AND WHOLESALERS SERVING ALL INDUSTRIAL AREAS 
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NO’ I ‘ES-—~ Choose Cutters ; o 
| | _ by Their Performance — 'w 
iL Good Cutters — Brown & Sharpe Cutters 
tae] -— pay for themselves in the savings in costs 

—Mae E. Zimmerman an a aes” high production they make tl 

Design features, scientific heat treatment pt 
EN and selected materials combine to produce P| 

. cutting efficiency unsurpassed. , 
Overheard by an engineer... Catalog listing complete line sent on request. 

two freshman girls arguing in Bascom Hall—one de- BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO., PROVIDENCE, R. |., U.S.A. Ama 

claring it was North Hall, the other swearing it was Edu- 7 J. ~ , Pre: 
cation and Engineering. Sa fy TAL ] : 

=? 86S Rb 
Roses and a new pair of pants... a “we \ A 

to Eddie Daub, V-12 engineer and Wisconsin cheer- L - - | fi / é s i ’ 

leader. His spirit really sends them. Let’s not get too — 5 - a : ) 

anxious, Ed—you know what happened the last time!!! 7 aT pad am 4 

And then... —— sa a a x / 
there’s the time yours truly got excited in a calc final = . =~ i fl 

and carried the square root of one through the whole a S 4 oO 

problem. \ / BS | a y [ \ , ? Le “ 

Speaking of exams... Ad Al A ae 

What would college be without ’em!! ... Am I kid- BROW N re i) H pA R PE 

ding???? 
a 

Balonium ... 

Ever heard of it? (See article on page 15.) Well, we 
hadn’t either until one bright ee taking chem 2a decided 

to inform an unsuspecting freshman about a new discovery New semester... 

the chem department had made with its 93rd element new faces and old faces, new and more work. Welcome | 

called balonium. Ah, balonium . . . back to those who have just returned after a four months’ 

And then there’s the story about the “poor little puddy test and glad to see the rest of you again. 
tat? ... 

Lucky engineers... 

a dog thus time = <= . . who will find themselves going to classes on the 23rd 
visited the psych class during the final exam, wandering : 1 hat? i 

d looking at the papers. If only dogs could talle! while L&S take the day off to relax. What’s the occasion? 

aroun 8 Papers. 7 O08 . Remember? It’s Thanksgiving Day! 

Any volunteers ... Get your stockings out... 

* to work on the WISCONSIN ENGINEER? Come on in preparation for the visit of good old Saint Nick who 
) : . . 1. will be here in less than a month. Better start being good you V-12’s, especially civils and mining and metallurgicals. eae : 

: > so he can fill out his list of the newest slide rules and. 
But everyone will be welcome. Let’s hear from you! 

wrenches. Don’t forget to sew up the toes, and stretch 

The editor and business manager . . . them out to hold a little more! 

attended an E.C.M.A. convention with Professor Van 
F : MLE. smoker... Hagan at Northwestern University on October 7, expenses : 

paid. During the day, there were discussions -of editorial opened the winter semester for MESW on November 7, 
and business problems with a business meeting, all of election night incidentally. Officers for the new term are’ 

which was followed by a banquet at the North Shore President: William Wendt 
Hotel. Everyone had a fine time, even to the V-12 from Vice-president: John Koetting 
Marquette who miscalculated and found himself in the Secretary: Irving Weinberg 
fish pond. Any missing goldfish in the shrimp cocktail ASME treasurer: Ted Schweitzer 
were not noticed. SAE treasurer: Robert Maas 
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Type Aeroplane now hangs from the ceiling for exhibit 

ro NT pron 
| en — a yw “ The sophomore, junior, and senior drafting classes are 

_ . " 6 ‘ located on the third floor, and the Machine Design de- 
a , F 3 * 

8 _ i partment has a thirty by forty foot laboratory in the 

» a ) — basement under the Steam Laboratory work room, where 

a a _. . vA tests of power transmission and machine design are con- 

ef . fp ducted. The Steam and Internal Combustion Engine 

, fo eT a Laboratory is in the east wing and extends two stories in 

/ i : a height from the first floor. This department has a five-ton 

y ~~ ~~. crane to facilitate movement of steam and. gas units for 

i... , fn > — various tests, and special data tables are provided for each 

Le P z A << ) large machine. Located conveniently by are the wash 

iF oJ ks ; 2 Pent a - ~~ "rooms, locker rooms, apparatus storage rooms, tool rooms, 

“ in gas ae and the work shop. The Automotive Laboratory is in the 

=. basement under the south end of the east wing, and has 
| How to Ma ke a S lice an electric dynamometer mounted on a movable truck 

p which operates on tracks provided in the concrete floor to 

in Rubber Insulated Cable facilitate shifting from one engine set-up to another. 

. . In the rear portion of the former Randall Shop is locat- 

@ Illustrated Bulletin OK-1007 describes ed the Heating, Ventilating and Refrigerating Laboratory 
variousisplicesiandtapes for.cubber-insuz because of the good solid floor necessary to support the 
lated cables up to 5000 volts. To obtain a ¢ I . . k. Ad 
copy just write The Okonite Company, movement of heavy wall sections used in test work. - 

Passaic, New Jersey. joining this section is the Boiler room, which extends two 

\e= - stories in height from the basement floor level, and has 

& : ee i pe ee ~=Stst=‘ both heating and power boilers for testing purposes. The 
8 4 y . _ . 

6 KONITED | modern machine shop is located on the first floor of the 

an INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES 2725 ‘ west wing and has passing through it the only elevator in 
/ iP eee CS ee Une = the building, which serves as freight elevator for the 

whole building and as a service elevator for the foundry. 

ENGINEERING BUILDINGS . . . The foundry is on the second floor at the rear of the west 
/ wing and extends through the third floor to the roof of 

(continued from page 12) the building, and the conveying and pouring of molten 

oped department of engineering on the campus, had un- metal is done by an overhead crane. Adjoining the foun- 

dergone slow and torturous growth because of lack of dry is the Carpentry Shop Laboratory and nearby is the 
room and facilities, and was broken up among several Pattern Shop Laboratories where the students make pat- 

different buildings. In 1920, the Randall Shop building, terns for casting moulds which are later made in the 

better known as the old Sawtooth building, was completed foundry. Also located in the building are the Forging 

and provided space for limited expansion. Laboratory, Welding Laboratory, Sheet Metal Laboratory 

In 1927, when the cramped condition of the Engineer- and the Mechanician Repair Shop. 

ing college demanded badly needed room, the State Legis- One of the greatest needs of the Engineering college in | 

lature appropriated $577,000 for the new Mechanical En- he | oa Ss ye : a the last several years has been space and facilities where 
gineering building. This appropriation was held up for a research could be carried on by students and faculty. 
considerable length of time by the refusal of the governor : : ae 

” ve Bal andl ah b \ Such accommodations are provided by the new building 
to sign the p1ll, and the governor was subsequently ac- and it is hoped that all branches of Mechanical Engi- 
cused of playing politics with the State University. The 5 ill 3 

WP neering will benefit by increased research. 
appropriation finally came through, however, and the 

building, when completed in 1931, relieved the crowded a 080 

conditions of the other departments of engineering. . . 

The meeting and display lobby in the front part of the We wish to extend our gratitude to: 

building extends through two floors to form a balcony on DEAN MILLAR 

the second floor. This space satisfies the great need for a MR. WILCOX 

general meeting lobby for technical meetings and conven- PROF. OWEN 
tions where models and sections of engineering apparatus MR. DUFFEE 

can be placed on display for the benefit of students and : 

public alike. The wall space is used for photographs and PROF. G. L. LARSON 

drawings, and a Wright Whirlwind Motored Fighting in giving us the needed information for this article. 
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I h | ! Chemicals that protect your car. 

- Herr ARE THREE CHEMICALS that you 
-. ; ae | are probably better acquainted with from 
; : | a the way they act as anti-freeze in your car 
| ' : O 4 than from the way they look in print. 

ee a : 7 These chemicals are manufactured in 
| 7. large quantities by CARBIDE AND CARBON 

eee 3 (ee 7: a CHEMICALS CoRPORATION. Uncolored, 
s | LT | ee they are water-white. To the chemists, a eemene z . ome L y who must know what they will do in your : 4 fo : 1 y y 
a | LO cet car, they are compounds of carbon, hy- 

: et | oe drogen and oxygen, the atoms of which 
ao BS oC. Ce a are shown here in the molecular models. 
_ L | i ETHYLENE GiycoL, ETHANOL and 
> 24 enna ie ol METHANOL are the bases of anti-freezes— 
oe - / se and they help to take one of the worries 
: : ee LT out of winter for millions of motorists, a) aoe! 

| aay — i 2 TODAY AND TOMORROW ee ae os ees < et 

oe i 4 x bie & ; Over the years, CARBIDE AND CARBON CHEMI- 
oo eee a. iF CALS CORPORATION and other Units of UCC, no- oe ee bg dg : C ee : Ue ye _ Ee tably NATIONAL CARBON Company, INc., have 
ee oF eS omy | kept at their research—both in the laboratory and 

ee ees Le — 8 ». |. Zz. on the road—for the constant improvement of 
ee oe Ohare ee ag ee — anti-freeze and anti-rust protection for your car. oe a a ee - This is an important reason why you can depend 

a 4 <a ee a. ft. —rrrrs—S——B i on the following whenever and wherever you 

= > Le a SN ee a - | — {Prestone”’ ethylene glycol-base anti-freeze. One 
| er ee eee >. “shot” gives all-winter protection. 

. i) pa Oe Trek” methanol-base anti-freeze, which is again Cores: Fo 8 ee Tom te ee available to the extent that the production of methanol ae an) a a ia bas caught up with its war-critical uses. 
Sau gee oe S . = Oe Br oe “Blue-Flo” ethanol-base anti-freeze. Not being manu- METHANOL Be oi >» * “a Lo 2 — ere 4 factured this year because ethanol (ethyl alcohol) has a Le eee ee . _———~ a 4 . 4 < ee ae bigger war job to do. tees i / < Poe Pe ee j 
|... _ -h Pie 6 PU eee Certain other anti-freezes formulated and manufactured See . Eee _/ a ee . . js Seca es ee ; | sd on F pay ae by Units of UCC for large national distributors. 
a ——— ey “Rustone” corrosion preventive which, when added Cee a ie au = N : YG to the water in a clean cooling system, inhibits the =. wm ETHANOL oe OO Cot mation of rust, 7. Po “ ee 

1 et ee | Lo ae oF re oe Car owners are invited to send for the booklet ee. ‘ ae ee ee ? se gg : ee A Wie Ce ere er Le) P-11, “Manual of Cooling System Service.” It will Pe ee a et ee | . Sve eae es Se EVAVSNE ee be sent without cost or obligation. ee BC ee ae 

ee as Spo s 

BUY UNITED STATES WAR BONDS AND STAMPS 

+ UNION CARBIDE AND CARBON CORPORATION 
30 East 42nd Street [3 New York 17, N. Y. 

Principal Units in the United States and their Products 
ALLOYS AND METALS CHEMICALS INDUSTRIAL GASES AND CARBIDE _ PLASTICS 
Eleetro Metallurgical Company Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation ‘The Linde Air Products Company Bakelite Corporation Haynes Stellite Company ELECTRODES, CARBONS AND BATTERIES The Oxweld Railroad Service Company Plastics Division of Carbide and United States Vanadium Corporation National Carbon Company, Ine, The Prest-O-Lite Company, Ine. Carbon Chemicals Corporation



A Millio Job W itl 

a am, ... for the Hardest Metal 
a eo , ™ ——— 

yy _ “i =_ ' « Made by Man 

Gg ‘ Aes 

ws ’ ee Gb 
L oom Lies: 

(ae = = poe Starting as a metal powder, Carboloy 

Nal | SB ga— Cemented Carbide is transformed, 

WW ~ under heat and pressure, into an end- 
- = less variety of shapes and forms—tool 

r oo tips, dies and machine parts with the 
super-hardness that is vital to high- 

init speed, low-cost industrial production. 

Sea through industry, after the war, it commonly doubles or triples the output of 

there will be jobs that only the “hardest machines and men. 

metal made by man” can handle. It is a matter of war record that the use of 
Why? Because the cry is for better, longer this magic metal made possible production of 

lasting products and parts. Because closer toler- three times the number of aircraft engine crank- 

ances will be combined with mass production. cases and gears with the same equipment and 
manpower. And this is only one of many 

And because industry knows that postwar examples. 

profits will depend largely on the cost at which . ducti . in that th 
goods of top quality can be produced in top In peacetime production, it is certain’ at the 

golume usefulness of Carboloy Cemented Carbide will 

be greatly expanded, in widely varied fields— 

Work No Other Known Metal Can Do not only for tools and dies but for “wearproof- 

Urgent war production needs brought Carboloy ing” parts that must stand up under modern 
Cemented Carbide into its own. Its super-hard- machine speeds and stresses. 

ness was needed in tools to machine super-tough A “Must” in Tomorrow's Competitive Race 

lloys—in dies t i i 
alloys —in Gish to deaw ‘wire: aed abing: and The hardest metal made by man may well 
to form sheet metal. 3 . — 

write the price tags in tomorrow’s “battle of 

Carboloy Cemented Carbide works at speeds costs.” You are invited to take full advantage 

once thought impossibly high, to tolerances of Carboloy engineering, facilities and experi- 

never before practical in mass production—and ence in planning products for tomorrow. 

Was CARBOLOY COMPANY, INC., DETROIT 32, MICHIGAN hom 

toy CEMENTED CARBIDE 

_ | : y THE HARDEST METAL 
oe ts oe er ra MADE BY M a 
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MASS PRECISION ... 

(continued from page 18) 
(7 LUFHIN ANCHOR’CHROME CLAD 

the tanks, guns, and airplanes which are rolling off the 
bk a , P een STEEL TAPE Here's a sturdy, easy-to- 

assembly lines today. Tomorrow these same factories with i ae a 
read quality tape you will appreciate. Sur- 

/ face won't crack, chip, rust or peel. Genuine 
ee aaa ——— TV, E leather cover on ae case. Smooth wind- 
Sk (wee oe i ing mechanism. See it at your dealer and 

= i Bee ae | cE ee a 

ie pe Lea 9 ole ER aa 
a ie : a) a” | d i BEG : 
i a ial 8 | Sa | i ee kee : 
poe? nN oy Or P; ae eS —— =~ 

~~ SD Di. a a — Wi a= WS ae aii {ey 5 S Wey ee iff je” : SX a FS. Sn \ ae Yep 2 E CONN | \ ) Oe er ee EM a4 ae Lag WY ie. : / a OS ae YY, fle NY 
j ag a AYN nad elt SA aa \ 

ee : q rt Me PY Glia Hi | ai 7" i 
wae eA ae, | eT Ae 7 7) 

—- ¥ as (o> a SAS 1 ee 9 Yyy 

1 , i. _ a La AWS Ne ream Rue © ty YY / 

ee S NOSES A 

MOTOR WINDING. Chain-wound coils are fitted ae 7) 
into the insulated, partially enclosed slots of the 

stator. End turns are securely taped. LTA 

greater speed and accuracy will be producing cheaply pre- SAGINAW, MICHIGAN - NEW YORK CITY 

fabricated houses, family airplanes, and all articles to TAPES - RULES . PRECISION TOOLS 
make the lives of all people worth living. 

-—Cuts courtesy Westinghouse. 

Both Germany and Japan have made extensive use of this 

process. 

Shale oil seems to be the most promising of the petro- 

SYNTHETIC FUELS ... leum substitutes, and our shale resources probably will be 

(continued from page 9) developed in the near future. The shale oil supply should 

provide enough fuel for another fifty years. 

remembered that the liquid hydrocarbon obtained by this While it is not yet necessary for this country to use syn- 

process is simply a by-product. thetic gasoline, it will be necessary to keep abreast of the 
In the Bergius hydrogenation process, hydrogen is add- European countries who are concentrating their efforts to- 

ed directly to the coal to reduce the carbon hydrogen ward the development of synthetic fuels. 
ratio, which breaks down the complex molecules and in- 

creases the amount of organic material convertible to oil. 

German production by this method is estimated to be 

about thirty million barrels per year, while the Billingham (TR 

plant of the Imperial Chemical Industries in England 4% 2 hs 
a . OAS produces about a million barrels per year. Gasoline made Oe 

by the Bergius process has an octane rating of 70 to 75, A ¢ ay 

which can be raised to 90 by the addition of tetraethyl | oy iY *5) 

lead; however, satisfactory lubricating and diesel oils have AV X- 4 ae not yet been produced from this process. § << 

In the Fischer-Tropsch method, water gas made from uv 
coal is converted to a gas composed of carbon monoxide 

and hydrogen. These gases are passed over suitable cata. el 
lysts to produce hydrocarbons. This process produces 

poor gasoline, but yields a good diesel fraction with an 

octane number as high as 100 to 120. At present, about What happens now? 
63 gallons of gasoline can be obtained from a ton of coke. 
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FREQUENCY MODULATION ... Take It or Leave It-- 

(continued from page 13) 

and C.. Thus the full FM voltage Eo is also across Ls. THe engineer is continually making decisions—some- 

To this voltage is added vectorially the voltage from the times they are forced on him, other times they are not 
respective half of the coil Ls to obtain the voltage E-p of 4S eminent. Yet they are decisions—each one important. 

each plate. When the frequency is that to which the cir- One of the first he had to make was the matter of educa- 

cuit LeC: is tuned the voltage Ex across L: is 90 degrees tion. Was he going to take it or leave it? 

out of phase with Ev. The vector diagram shows how the The average engineer, on entering college, is faced with 

voltage of each half of the coil Ls is added to Es to ob- mixed emotions. Two paths lie before him. Let us call 

them A and B. The signpost on A carries the motto, “Do 

not mix pleasure with business.” It is a wide path and 

those who travel it are never faced with bills for midnight 

LA y . E, oil. The person who emerges from here after eight semes- 

ee ae ters is the “know-all,” the egotist. Path B points toward 

‘ \ success. The path is narrower. The bill for midnight oil 

Eo . is higher. At times the path runs into A with a chance 

‘ for fun and relaxation, but soon again B winds away. 

§ \ From this path emerges the person with the well-rounded, 

Qg SM broad education. 

Which path he takes depends on his ideas of education 

and the advantages and disadvantages of storing some- 

tain the respective plate voltages, E-p: and E-p:. Since tingsnew de; fhe old “bean.” Me sali take eithet babe 
these two voltages are of the same magnitude, the cur: or he can leave either one. He can take his education 

rents I-b: and I-bs will both be the same and towards the with him—use it and apply it in his future decisions. 

midpoint of resistance, R. Thus no voltage will be devel. With this basis he can be the engineer of tomorrow. Or 

oped across R. he can leave it—leave it behind in the dust at college. He 

When the frequency shifts, the L».C: circuit is out of could not even be the engineer of yesterday! 

tune and the voltage E: shifts in phase with respect to Eo The decision is now up to you. Are you going to take it 

as shown by the dotted line on the vector diagram. This 9. Jeaye it? 
causes the magnitude of the plate voltages to be different 

and thus the current through the respective halves of R pe 

to be different. Thus a voltage is developed across R. 

This voltage is proportional to the shift in frequency of , 

the input wave. The voltage across A then is a regular x Birt 
audio otalfage which is amaieel by a regular audio awali- n emorium 

fier and. reproduced in:the.loud. speaker. Little has been left unsaid in the way of tributes to 

We have now completed the journey of the original Allen Shafer. But to the many tributes made to him, we 

audio signal which was changed to an EM wave at the wish to add ours. He was our friend and classmate, a 
transmitter and then changed to an audio signal again . . . 
in the receiver. freshman in the College of Engineering. Many of us 

knew him, if not in classes, on the football field. And 

everyone who did not know him had heard of him. 

ate ty mri IY His spirit will always live with Wisconsin football teams. 

oS | i Fy He fought clean and hard in the game that he loved. He 

\ gl | died when he was young, but it was while he was doing 

ee os something he wanted to do. 
Cy aS TN TT 

an lee | Allen Shafer won’t be forgotten here at Wisconsin. He 

poe will live on, on the football field, in the classroom, in the 

hearts of those who knew him. It is our hope that we may 

Accuracy carry on in the traditions and in the true spirit of Allen 

Shafer. 
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3 i The B-25 Mitchell bomber has always been a tough baby. 
a | , And when they lifted its face and gave it a 75 mm. gun fora 

ee 2 nose, they made it even tougher! There was only one draw- 

i oe. back: Quantity production of that special cannon. It might 

, yt have been serious—if a foundry hadn’t found out how to 
i : i“ ~ \ cast the cannon breech rings instead of machining them. And 

( ue here Carborundum played an important part by supplying 

\e the right grinding wheels to improve and speed up produc- 

V tion of these rings. 

It was more than fifty years ago that indus- >. : 

try bought its first manufactured abrasive Sa 
grinding wheel from Carborundum. Today, Se = 
industry uses abrasives by Carborundum \\ 
everywhere from foundries, machine tool, “ 2 _ 
aviation and automobile plants to furniture ; _ | hh 
and shoe factories. That is why a working é X . s ee 
knowledge of abrasives is a good thing to é: | ~— COS FC 
have. Write us today for a complete set of 25 \ 2g a. 

free bulletins on the First ] y ~~ 2s VY 
fac Principles of Grinding. The @ iy tt. +? G& 

BU Carborundum Company, ¢ 7“ jg yo ‘ yo — 

<USY Niagara Falls, New York. “om Settent(y Pest a 

| | 

i : ; 

| ARBORUNDUM 
i _ HELPS YOU MAKE THINGS BETTER : 

IN INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE, ARTS AND CRAFTS ; 

i i iii iat ic ticncitacac 

(Carborundum and Aloxite are registered trade marks of and indicate manufacture by The Carborundum Company) 
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STATIC... 

(continued from page 20) Ps © © 
The perpetual drunk was wending his way home from / 8 ( is 

one of his nightly orgies and came face to face with a lamp me = 

post. After two or three unsuccessful attempts to get past, Ce \ YY 

he sat down on the curb, muttering, “Just have to wait Vt s > KS) 

here until the crowd passes.” oO 4 O Sd i V@//, ZN 

° 4 BLS 
77 We % 

There was once the vaudeville agent who was telephoned ga Os SS, 

at 4 a.m. at his private number by a very British voice that 4 © XQ L 

explained itself: @ 4 Y ND 

“Sorry to disturb you at this hour, but you see I just got e Vif 

off the boat after a frightfully sticky passage. It was a ter- oe 9 Y 

rible trip with everything blacked out because of the sub- ESC 

marines and all. I’ve been on the stage for years and al- | —om 
. ; i <a -——— 

ways most appallingly successful. I’ve a most unusual act. — i! 

The agent rubbed the sleep from his eyes and asked: —=@ 

“All right, all right—what’s the act?” =e Re 

“Oh, I just come out and talk,” replied the voice. 
« 2? oat c ” He'll soon be here, kids! Talk?” said the agent. “Monologues are dead. 

“Not monologues,” said the voice, “nothing so formal. 

I just talk—the alphabet, multiplication tables, headlines 

of the day—whatever comes to mind.” .. 
| e > Daffynition—Barracks: A row of beds surrounded by 

The agent began to yell: “You mean to tell me,” he 

said, “that you phoned me at this time of night with a ‘*#P 82mes- 

proposition like that? Hang up and stop wasting my time.” ° 

“But,” said the voice, “you see, I’m a dog.” Itch: Itch is something that when you are standing at 

(Congratulations to all you patient people that lasted attention your nose always. 

through that one.) (And not always your nose either, eh boys?) 

e 

A hobo won’t work. If he won’t work, he’s a politician. 

a : If he’s a politician, he gives away cigars. If he gives away ee 
7 cigars, he lights them for you. If he lights them for you, SECTion| g 8} y' S ¥ 
if @ YY he is a cigar-lighter. If he is a cigar-lighter, he won’t work, 

|| , and if he won’t work, he is a tramp. 

@& is : (Yeah team. We managed to get back where we started. | 

Ve Ss from.) ali 
| é adil 

‘ { 

A) | If a man tries to kiss a woman and gets away with it, 
x 3 

. ' he’s a hero. If he tries and doesn’t get away with it, he’s 

: i i a brute; if he doesn’t try but would get away with it had 

: he tried, he’s a coward. And if he doesn’t try to kiss her 

: ; and wouldn’t get away with it if he did—he’s a wise man. 

: ' (And doesn’t go to this University!) — 

i \ hs e 

. oe P An egomaniac of note was the G.I. who was returning 

to the U. S. from foreign duty and remarked as he passed 

—Westinghouse the Statue of Liberty: 

“Put down your torch, honey, I’m home.” 
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